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Abstract

This paper, based on differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm, realizes

privacy protection by adding data-disturbing Laplace noise to cluster center point. In order to

solve the problem of Laplace noise randomness which causes the center point to deviate,

especially when poor availability of clustering results appears because of small privacy bud-

get parameters, an improved differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm

was raised in this paper. The improved algorithm uses the contour coefficients to quantita-

tively evaluate the clustering effect of each iteration and add different noise to different clus-

ters. In order to be adapted to the huge number of data, this paper provides an algorithm

design in MapReduce Framework. Experimental finding shows that the new algorithm

improves the availability of the algorithm clustering results under the condition of ensuring

individual privacy without significantly increasing its operating time.

Introduction

As an important access to information under the current big data environment, data mining is

able to obtain useful information through statistics, machine learning, pattern recognition and

other methods. The information obtained is widely used in business management, production

control, market analysis and scientific research. Clustering analysis is a typical method of data

mining, whose main idea is to group data, forming the biggest differences between various

clusters and the smallest within every cluster. K-means is a simple clustering algorithm with

high clustering speed that is adopted in various fields.

Clustering with multiview data is becoming a hot topic in data mining, pattern recognition,

and machine learning. Documentary [1] presented a convex formulation of multi-view sub-

space learning that enforces conditional independence while reducing dimensionality. Docu-

mentary [2] addressed the problem of unsupervised clustering with multi-view data of high

dimensionality, which proposed a new algorithm which learns discriminative subspaces in an

unsupervised fashion based upon the assumption that a reliable clustering should assign same-

class samples to the same cluster in each view. In documentary [3], basic multiview fuzzy clus-

tering algorithm, called collaborative fuzzy c-means (Co-FCM), is firstly proposed. The
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algorithm settled two issues in multiview clustering, namely, how to combine the clustering

result from each view and how to identify the importance of each view.

Under the background of big data, privacy disclosure of sensitive information has become a

serious hurdle for the application of data mining. Differential privacy protecting is an attacking

technique raised by Dwork for the first time in 2006.It adapts to any attacking technique

under any background knowledge, so it has attracted a lot of attention for never being limited

by the size of data sets. In K-means clustering analysis, differential privacy protecting tech-

nique can effectively reduce the exposure of individual privacy. The research on differential

privacy protecting algorithm is of great significance.

Differential privacy protection is a data distortion technique. As for differential privacy pro-

tecting K-means clustering algorithm, it is necessary to study increasing the availability of clus-

tering results while avoiding data exposure. Many research have been done by scholars from

home and abroad. Documentary [4] proposed the issue of balance between availability and pri-

vacy of differential privacy protection. As differential privacy protection is a data distortion

technique, the balance between availability and privacy of differential privacy protection is an

NP problem. As for the effect of privacy budget ε on the balance between availability and pri-

vacy of differential privacy protection, documentary [5] proposed a new attack model to deter-

mine the value of the parameter, analyzed the model in detail and figured out a parameter

selection formula through the theory and the model. Documentary [6] proposed a differential

privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm by which an improved method for the initial

center point is proposed for the problem that the new center point is far from the original cen-

ter point after the random noise is added considering the sensitivity of the initial center point.

The improved method divides the dataset into subsets on average, and calculates the centers of

each subset which are later set as the original center point in order to improve the accuracy of

clustering and meanwhile it kept the premise of noise adding amount and privacy protection

level unchanged. Documentary [7] proposed a K-means clustering method to support differ-

ential privacy under MapReduce framework which on the basis of adding differential privacy,

calculates the distance of each record to the cluster center with the function mapping of

MapReduce. The most time-consuming part of each iteration round is handled by the distrib-

uted computing resources, effectively improving the efficiency of K-means algorithm. How-

ever, data features are not considered in the algorithms above. Their research findings show

high availability only when privacy budget ε is high. When privacy budget is low, no ideal

availability is achieved. Documentary [8] suggests that differential privacy should be added to

recommended system, thus noise should be added according to the level of systems. Privacy

levels and interference ranges are randomly selected from a fixed level of privacy. An outlier-

eliminated differential privacy (OEDP) k-means algorithm is proposed in documentary[9], in

which the initial center points is selected in accordance with the distribution density of data

points, and Laplacian noise is added to the original data for privacy preservation. Documen-

tary [10] proposed a novel DPLK-means algorithm based on differential privacy, which

improves the selection of the initial center points through performing the differential privacy

Kmeans algorithm to each subset divided by the original dataset. Documentary [11] proposed

a privacy and availability data clustering scheme (PADC), which enhances the selection of the

initial center points and the distance calculation method from other points to center point.

However, clustering effect of different clusters in the same iteration is not taken into con-

sideration by differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithms above. As a result,

the same noise was added to different clusters, which may cause large deviation from the cen-

ter point and low availability of clustering results. Based on the findings above, one of the

main ideas of this paper is to add different noises to different clusters in each iteration to avoid

too much random noise added to clustering sets of small size or large density. This will result
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in great deviation of center points, poor clustering effects and availability. Based on the appli-

cation of the clustering analysis of big data, this paper proposed an algorithm under the

MapReduce framework. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. In order to increase the usability of clustering result when privacy budget is low, a new pri-

vacy budget allocation method is proposed based on the contour coefficients of each cluster.

So, a new differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm is designed. The

analysis on the algorithm and the experiment result show that the new algorithm meets the

requirement of differential privacy protection, and usability of clustering result is increased

especially for the situation that privacy budget is low.

2. The algorithm in this paper is designed on the basis of MapReduce distributed environment

to fit the need of application of big data. And the efficiency of algorithm is tested on multi-

ple data sets, the experiment result show that the new differential privacy protecting K-

means clustering algorithm can provide the higher usability of clustering result and the

higher level of privacy protection and acceptable efficiency for multiple data sets.

Relative basis

Differential privacy protection

Differential privacy protection model is a privacy protection technology based on data distor-

tion. By adding noise to distort data, it makes sure that the data privacy is under protection

and meanwhile the data keeps its function for the data mining later.

Definition 1 ε−Differential Privacy [12] assume there is random algorithm M and PM is

the collection of all possible output of M. As for any two neighboring data set D, D’ and SM,

any subset of PM, if M fits the requirement below:

Pr½MðDÞ 2 SM� � expðεÞ � Pr½MðD0Þ 2 SM� ð1Þ

M fits the requirement of ε−Differential Privacy Protection.

D and D’ are two neighboring subsets between which the difference is no more than one

record. ε is a specified constant and is called privacy protection budget[13]. It’s easy to tell that

as long as ε is small enough, attackers can hardly tell with the same output SM, whether the

query function functions on D or D’. When ε is 0, it can meet the requirement of the function

only when all the output is noise. The query results can not reflect the characteristics of data,

which means that ε is meaningful when it is larger than 0. Meanwhile, the smaller ε is, the bet-

ter privacy is protected.

As for numeric query function, Laplace distribution mechanism is adopted in most cases. The

return value of query function q, which functions on any dataset D, is q(D)+x. q(D) is the true

value of the query function and x is a random value fitting Laplace distribution mechanism.

Definition 2 Global sensitivity [14] Suppose there is a query function f:D!Rd. When a

dataset is input into it, the output d is a real number vector. As for any two neighboring data

set D and D’,

Df ¼ max
D;D0
kf ðDÞ � f ðD0

Þk1 ð2Þ

is called the global sensitivity of function f. Besides, k k1 represents the sum of the absolute val-

ues of the vector’s elements.

Definition 3 Laplace mechanism [14] Given a dataset D, suppose there is a function f:
D!Rd and the sensitivity is Δf, random algorithm M(D) = f(D)+Y provides ε−Differential Pri-

vacy Protection. Noise Y fits the Laplace distribution of Δf/ε.

A differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm
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Laplace mechanism, by adding random noise which fits the Laplace distribution, to specific

results, realizes differential privacy protection. When the location parameter of the Laplace dis-

tribution is 0 and the scale parameter of it is b, the Laplace distribution is recorded as Lap(b),

and the probability density function is

pðxÞ ¼
1

2b
expð�

jxj
b
Þ ð3Þ

It is easy to tell from the characteristics of Laplace distribution that the smaller ε is, the

larger the random noise is.

Besides, sequence combination and parallel combination of privacy budgets play an impor-

tant role in privacy distribution process of clustering algorithms [15].

Characteristic 1 Sequence composition. Suppose there are algorithms M1,M2. . .Mn, and

there privacy budgets are ε1,ε2. . .εn. As for the same dataset D, M(M1(D),M2(D). . .Mn(D)), com-

bination algorithms of {M1,M2. . .Mn} on D, provides ε−differential privacy and ε ¼
Xn

i¼1

εi.

Characteristic 2 Parallel combination. Suppose there are random algorithms M1,

M2. . .Mn, and there privacy budgets are ε1,ε2. . .εn. Dividing D into disjoint datasets D1,

D2. . .Dn, combination algorithm M(M1(D),M2(D). . .Mn(D)) of algorithm {M1,M2. . .Mn} pro-

vides ε−differential privacy and ε = max(εi).

Introduction and analysis of DP-Kmeans Algorithm

Main idea of DP-Kmeans algorithm. DP-Kmeans Algorithm [7] is a clustering algorithm

which adds differential privacy protection to K-Means algorithm under distributed environ-

ment. Its main steps are:

Step 1: All records in the dataset are normalized, and the average distribution method is

used to determine the initial cluster centers.

Step 2: The data records are equally divided into data pieces of the same size, and the Map

operation and the Reduce operation are performed to obtain num, the number of the records

of the same cluster and sum, the sum of attribute vectors of all the records in the cluster.

Step 3:Random noise of the same size is added to num and sum and the cluster center are

calculated.

Step 4: Calculate whether the distance between the K cluster centers in the current round and

the previous one is smaller than the given threshold. If it is, the algorithm is terminated, and out-

put the number of clustering centers and clustering records. Otherwise, repeat steps 2 to 4.

Analysis of the characteristics of DP-Kmeans Algorithm. According to the characteris-

tics of Laplace Differential Privacy Protection Mechanism, the smaller ε is, the larger the ran-

dom noise is. As for clustering algorithm, it can be told from its iteration nature and sequence

combination of privacy budgets that when there are more iterations and smaller privacy bud-

get, there is larger random noise. Considering the randomness of Laplace noise, this paper cal-

culated the average value of 10 experiments. In the experiments, we suppose the global

sensitivity is 1, and got the change of random noise for different privacy budgets (Fig 1). As is

shown in Fig 1, the smaller the privacy protection budget, the greater the random noise, which

means there is stronger privacy protection; the larger the privacy protection budget, the

smaller the random noise, which means there is weaker privacy protection.

In Documentary [7], K-means clustering algorithm, an algorithm supporting differential

privacy protection under MapReduce framework, adds the same random noise to each cluster

center after each iteration of clustering with a distributed computing method. A distributed

framework is used to improve the efficiency of the implementation of the algorithm. However,

A differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm
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by observing the improved effect of the initial k-means algorithm in Documentary [7], we can

easily tell from in Fig 2 that when the privacy budget is higher than 3, the algorithm provides

higher availability in clustering results. When the privacy budget is low, the algorithm provides

lower availability in clustering results. After thorough analysis, this paper found that when pri-

vacy budget is low, the added noise is large. It is possible that the noise will shift the cluster cen-

ter, which may result in an increase in the number of clustering iterations and a decrease in

the availability of clustering results.

As a matter of fact, a smaller privacy budget means stronger privacy protection. Increasing

the data availability when privacy budget is low, is of great research significance. Maintaining a

steady availability of clustering results with strong privacy protection(i.e. ε is low)is the focus

of this paper. By assigning different clusters to different privacy budgets, this paper tries to

avoid the problem of large deviations of cluster centers caused by data perturbations to

increase the availability of clustering results and maintain strong privacy protection.

DPK-means algorithm based on contour coefficients under

MapReduce framework

According to the allocation strategy of privacy budget ε[16], when the number of iterations is

large, the noise disturbance will increase significantly, and cause great impact on the result

Fig 1. Effect of privacy budget on random noise.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.g001
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because of the uncertainty of the initial center and the number of iterations. As for the problem

of low data availability with small privacy budget ε, this paper proposed a differential privacy

protecting K-means clustering algorithm based on contour coefficients. The main idea of this

algorithm is to evaluate the effect of clustering in each iteration with contour coefficients and

to add different noise to clustering centers of each iteration according to the contour coeffi-

cients in order to solve the problem of low clustering availability caused by large deviations of

cluster centers.

Contour coefficients

Basic definition. contour coefficients is a way of evaluating clustering results. The combi-

nation of cohesion and resolution can be used to evaluate the effects of different algorithms or

clustering results of different operation modes based on the same original data. As for the

same sample point i, the contour coefficient calculation formula is as follows:

SðiÞ ¼
bi � ai

maxðai; biÞ
ð4Þ

In the formula, ai represents the average similarity between sample i and other samples in

the same cluster. The smaller ai is, more sample i should be clustered. bi represents the mini-

mum value of the average distance from i to all samples from other clusters. That is to say, bi =

min{bi1,bi2,. . .,bik}. The contour coefficient is in [–1,1]. The larger S(i) is, the closer the cluster

where the point i locates is. So the average contour coefficient for each cluster is calculated as

follows:

SðkÞ ¼
Xnumk

i¼1

SðiÞ=numk ð5Þ

In the formula, numk stands for the number of samples in cluster No. k. The larger the S(k)

value, the better the clustering effect and vice versa.

Fig 2. Effect of privacy budget on the functions of different dataset.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.g002
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Improvement of the calculation of contour coefficient. The complexity of calculating

the contour coefficient is O(n2). When the number of data increases, the computing time of

the algorithm will grow rapidly. When the amount of data increases to a certain extent, it’s

impossible to estimate the amount of computation. Even though the algorithm is under the

MapReduce framework, the problem of too long algorithm running time when the data vol-

ume is large is not solved. The key point of contour coefficient is to calculate the cluster dissim-

ilarity ai and inter-cluster dissimilarity bi. It is found from calculation that the time complexity

of the contour coefficients can be reduced to O(n).

Suppose the records in cluster No. k are {a1,a2,. . .,an} and the record dimension is d. The

sum of attribute vectors recorded at the cluster center point is sum and the number of records

is num. Then the dimensional value of clustering center is ð
Xn

i¼0

aiÞ=n and the distance between

every record in the cluster and the center is ai. The calculation formula is

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Xd

j¼0

ð

Xn

i¼0

ad
i

n
� ad

kÞ
2

v
u
u
u
u
t

which can be simplified into

Xn

i¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xd

j¼0

ðad
i � ad

kÞ
2

v
u
u
t

n .

In contour coefficient ai is calculated by the average distance between the center and the

records in the same clusters. It is

Xn

i¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xd

j¼0

ðad
i � ad

kÞ
2

v
u
u
t

n .

In conclusion, contour coefficient ai is calculated by the average distances between the cen-

ter and the records in the same clusters and bi is calculated by the distances between the rec-

ords and centers of different clusters. In this way, time complexity is reduced from O(n2) to O
(n).

Description of the algorithm

Similar to Documentary [7], the algorithm in this paper is designed on the basis of MapReduce

distributed environment in which dataset is divided into M pieces of the same size and the

Map task and the Reduce task are executed on them respectively. Suppose that the dataset is D,

the total number of records is N, the records are {a1,a2,. . .,an}, the dimension of records is d,

the center is recorded as uk, the privacy budget is ε, t is the number of iterations and the ran-

dom noise of iteration t is Noiset
k.

Input: dataset D and the number of clusters K.

Output: clustering sets fitting the requirement of differential privacy protection

End condition: the distance between the centers of two neighboring iterations is lower

than one or the number of iterations is higher than 10.

1. All the data in the dataset D are normalized to make sure that all points are located in

[0,1]d.

2. Equally divide dataset D with N records into K sets, namely C1,C2. . .Ck. There are N/K rec-

ords in Set Ck.

3. Calculate sum0
k , the sum of the attribute vectors for each record and num0

k , the number of

records in dataset Ck. Add random noise Noise0
k to sum0

k and num0
k to get sum0

k0 and sum0
k0 .

Calculate the initial center point u0
k , u0

k ¼ sum0
k0=num0

k0 .

A differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm
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4. The main task divides all data records into M pieces, and assigns M sub-missions to imple-

ment the Map operation, and K sub-missions to implement the Reduce operations. Map

sub-mission is operated on N/M records and calculate the distance from every record ai to

k clustering centers uk. And record the minimum value uk. The results are output in the

form of<key,value>.

5. Reduce sub-mission is operated on all the<key,value> couples in the same clustering cen-

ter and record num, the number of record in this clustering and sum, sum of the attribute

vectors for each record. As for subset No. K, calculate numk, the number of record in this

clustering and sumk, sum of the attribute vectors for each record.

6. Calculate contour coefficient Sk of k clusters and add random noise Noiset
k to numk and

sumk. As for the k clusters Sk, find out the minimum value minSk. The privacy budget of

cluster No. k in iteration No. t is εt
k ¼

ε
2t ½ð1þ SkÞ=ð1þminSkÞ�. Random noise

Noiset
k ¼ Lap Df

εt
k

� �
.

7. Calculate the new clustering center uk ¼ ðsumk þ Noiset
kÞ=ðnumk þ Noiset

kÞ.

8. Calculate the distance between the new clustering center and the one in the last iteration. If

it is lower than the threshold, the algorithm ends and the clustering set is output. Otherwise,

go back to step 4. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig 3.

Analysis on the algorithm

The privacy analysis

It is concluded from the chart that the privacy of K-means algorithm is operated by adding

random Laplace noise to sumk, the sum of all the record vectors and numk, the number of rec-

ords. As is known from Documentary [13] and Characteristic 1—-Sequence composition, in

K-means algorithm, when the number of iterations is t, the privacy budget of every iteration is
ε
t. When the number of iteration is uncertain, each iteration costs half of the privacy budget ε,

Fig 3. Flow chart of DPK-Means clustering algorithm based on contour coefficients.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.g003
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which means the budget of t iterations is ε ¼
XT

t¼1

ð
ε
2tÞ. In the formula, T represents the number

of iterations. In the algorithm proposed in this paper, the number of iterations is uncertain,

so the privacy budget is calculated in the second way above. According to Definition 1, the

smaller ε is, the better the privacy is protected. According to Characteristic 2, to make sure

that Iteration No. t fits the requirement of εt−differential privacy, the privacy budget of the

added random noise should be no more than ε
2t. The algorithm above evaluates the clusters

by the contour coefficients and adds noise accordingly. That is to say, small noise is added

to clusters with better clustering effect and larger noise is added to clusters with worse

clustering effect. The privacy budget of iteration No. t distributed by clustering center is

εt
k ¼

ε
2t ½ð1þ SkÞ=ð1þminSkÞ�. As Sk is in [–1,1], Sk apparently εt

k �
ε
2t.

According to Definition 2, the global sensitivity is the maximum difference between 2

neighboring datasets. In K-means clustering algorithm, the process of counting the number of

clusters is like a counting function. The largest variation is 1 which means Δfnum = 1. As for D

dimensional space [0,1]d, the largest variation of the sum of all characteristics is 1 and the

dimension of points is d. The global sensitivity of sum, namely Δfsum = d; the global sensitivity

of the whole query sequence is Δf = d+1.

In conclusion, by adding random noise Lap dþ1

ε0
k

� �
to the initial clustering center (sum0

k and

num0
k) and adding random noise Lap dþ1

εt
k

� �
to numt

k and sumt
k of iteration No. t, the algorithm

meets the requirement of ε−differential privacy protection. The improved algorithm allocates

different privacy budget to different clusters to reduce the number of iterations and improve

clustering accuracy.

The complexity analysis

The algorithm complexity of the traditional k-means clustering algorithm is O(T�n�k�d),

where T is the number of iterations, n is the number of elements, k is the number of cluster

center points, and d is the number of attributes of each element.

In the algorithm of this paper, the key to privacy distribution based on contour coefficients

is to calculate the similarity a in the cluster and the dissimilarity b between clusters. The tradi-

tional algorithm complexity for calculating the contour coefficients is O(n2). When the amount

of data is large, the calculation speed is significantly reduced. In this paper, the method of cal-

culating the contour coefficient based on the center point is adopted, that is, the intra-cluster

similarity a is obtained by calculating the distance of each record in the same cluster to the

cluster center. Similarly, the inter-cluster dissimilarity b is obtained by calculating the mini-

mum value of the distance from all cluster centers of different clusters of this record, thereby

reducing the time complexity from O(n2) to O(n).

In the actual calculation, the calculation of the contour coefficient with complexity O(n)

can be integrated into the clustering process, so the complexity of the algorithm is still O
(T�n�k�d).

Experiment findings

Experimental environment and data

The experimental platform is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4460 CPU @ 3.2GHz processor with 4GB

memory. The Hadoop cluster environment is deployed on a Linux operating system. The

developing software is eclipse4.3 and the algorithm is operated by Java.

A differential privacy protecting K-means clustering algorithm
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The dataset used in the experiment is Dataset “Blood”, “gamma”, “abalone” and “covtype”

in UCI Knowledge Discovery Archive database. It is shown in Table 1.

The experiment in this paper aims at testing the availability of the algorithm by comparing

the clustering effect of the initial algorithm and the improved one after adding random noise.

Metrics experiment of the availability of clustering results. Clustering results can be

tested by F−measure [17]. Large value of F−measure result shows that the clustering results of

2 datasets are close, which means the algorithm has good availability. When the F−measure
result is 1, the clustering results of 2 datasets are the same.

Suppose that CLUSTER and CLUSTER’ represent the 2 clustering results of different clus-

tering algorithms operated on the same dataset D. The number of the clusters is k. Ui repre-

sents clustering collection No. i(1�i�k) in CLUSTER and Vi represents clustering collection

No.i in CLUSTER’. |Ui| and |Vi| represent the number of records in Ui and Vi. Suppose that the

accuracy of cluster No. i is Pi and the recall rate is Ri. Then Ri ¼
coveri
jUi j

, Pi ¼
coveri
jVi j

and Fi ¼
2RiPi
RiþPi

.

In the end, each cluster is weighted harmonic averaged. Suppose that N is the number of rec-

ords in the dataset, the availability of clustering result F � measure ¼
X

Ui2CLUSTER

jUij

N
Fi.

Suppose that the similarity between the algorithm in Documentary [7] and the classifying

result of the dataset without differential privacy protecting noise is F−measure1 and the simi-

larity between the algorithm in this paper and the classifying result of the dataset without dif-

ferential privacy protecting noise is F−measure2. Because of the randomness of Laplace

privacy protecting noise, this paper adopted the average value of 10 experiments under the

same privacy budget.

As is shown in Fig 4, when privacy budget ε is relatively small, the algorithm proposed in

this paper can significantly improve the availability of clustering results. The clustering avail-

ability of the algorithm in this paper is not as good as that of the algorithm in Documentary

[7]. That is because when ε is large, with small random noise, the effect of privacy budget cal-

culated by contour coefficient proposed in this paper on the clustering result of different clus-

ters is small. Under such circumstance, the privacy budget can hardly reflect the features of

data. Meanwhile, the contour coefficients in the algorithm decrease some privacy budget,

which causes the lower availability of the experimental results as well.

Algorithm stability experiment. In this experiment, four datasets are used. When the

amount of data is different, the cluster nodes are the same, and the privacy budget is

unchanged, the time spent by the algorithm in this paper and the DP K-means algorithm in a

distributed environment is compared. The result is shown in Fig 5.

It can be seen that as the number of records in the dataset increases, the running time of the

algorithm gradually increases. The running time of the algorithm in this paper and DP K-

means algorithm is reduced due to the algorithm in this paper adds differential privacy based

on contour coefficients reduced the number of iterations of the algorithm. The calculation of

the contour coefficients in parallel with Map and Reduce processes in MapReduce does not

consume more time, so that the algorithm consumption time is reduced in the case of improv-

ing the availability of clustering results.

Table 1. Datasets used in the experiment.

Dataset Number of records Number of characteristics Type of data

blood 748 5 Real value

abalone 4177 8 Real value

gamma 19200 10 Real value

covtype 581012 54 Real value

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.t001
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Experiment of algorithm efficiency. The algorithm in this paper mainly aims to improve

the usability of clustering results when the privacy budget is small. Therefore, when the privacy

budget is small, the data sets of “blood”, “abalone”, “gamma” and “covtype” are used for com-

parison experiments. The number of nodes is 5, and clustering is performed under different

privacy budgets. The experimental results are shown in Fig 6.

It can be seen that the time after the improved parallel algorithm runs on different data sets

increases with the privacy budget, and the running time decreases. The larger the privacy bud-

get, the smaller the random noise added by the cluster center point, and the smaller the data is

disturbed, so the number of iterations is reduced, and the running time is reduced.

Algorithm acceleration ratio analysis. In this experiment, different datasets are used.

When the privacy budget is the same, the algorithm acceleration ratio is analyzed when the

number of cluster nodes increases.

Fig 4. Availability measurement of datasets “Blood” and “Gamma”.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.g004
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Through the analysis of the efficiency of the algorithm, it is found that although the

improved algorithm adds the calculation of the contour coefficient, the running time of the

algorithm is reduced by the design of the algorithm and the design of the contour coefficient

in the distributed environment. The performance of the algorithm is measured by the accelera-

tion ratio, which is a ratio of the time consumed by the same task in parallel processing of sin-

gle nodes and multiple nodes to describe the efficiency of parallel processing. One way to

evaluate the acceleration ratio is to keep the amount of data constant and increase the number

of nodes in the cluster. Assume that the number of nodes in the cluster is m, and the accelera-

tion ratio S(m) is as follows:

SðmÞ ¼ T1=Tm ð6Þ

T1 is the time required to process data when a single node is used, and Tm is the time when

data is processed when the number of nodes is m.

During the experiment, the data set is processed by using different number of child nodes,

and the speedup ratio is calculated. The experimental results are shown in Fig 7.

As shown in the corresponding acceleration ratios in Fig 7, for the "blood" dataset and the

"abalone" dataset with smaller data volume, the improvement of efficiency is not obvious when

the number of parallel the algorithm in this paper nodes increases. However, for the "gamma"

Fig 5. Parallel efficiency comparison in the algorithm in this paper and DP K-means.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.g005
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and "covtype" data sets with large data volume, when the number of nodes increases, the accel-

eration ratio curve of the algorithm is better, and as the size of the data set increases, the accel-

eration ration performance of the algorithm becomes better. It can be seen that the parallel the

algorithm in this paper has better processing power for big data.

Conclusion

This paper adds differential privacy to K-means clustering algorithm. It evaluates clusters

according to contour coefficients and by allocating different privacy budget to different clus-

ters, it adds random noise to different clusters. In this way, the algorithm avoids deviation of

the center point caused by too large random noise when privacy budget ε is relatively small

and solved the problem of unsteady clustering and low accuracy of clustering results. The

experiment findings show that the new algorithm, compared to the traditional ones which

ignore the cluster features and directly add random noise, provides better clustering results

availability, Especially when privacy budget is small, the new algorithm reduces the number of

iterations, which is of better realistic significance for privacy protecting clustering algorithms.

The next step of the research will be conducted in the following aspects: 1) although the new

algorithm improves the availability of the clustering results, when the cluster is small, null clus-

ters may appear because of the random noise. And this may affect the accuracy of

Fig 6. Stability of running time of data sets under different privacy budgets.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206832.g006
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experiment.2) the selection of initial center point is not flexible. In this paper, the effect of iso-

lated point on the initial center point is not taken into consideration, which may result in the

unsteadiness of clustering results.
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